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The Christ Indwelling
Proffered Thoughts by' 

Geoffrey Hodson
The Gospel according to St John opens 
its account of the life of the Lord Christ 
with an affirmation of the existence of a 
universal, cosmic Power and Presence of 
Which every human being consists or is 
composed1. This harmonises with the 
teaching of Theosophy that the whole 
Essence of the universe, the Paramatma. 
is manifested as the innermost Self of man. 
the Atma, and not as two Principles but 
one.

I In. I: I. “In the be.lnntal w«> ihf "S1 jS 
Word WM with God, end the Word «• 

4. - In’l-Ilm wm life; and d* We no the light 

14. ^And’ihe Word wan made flesh and dwelt

2 Jn. 14:20.
• Cal. nn.
* Gal, 4: >9
» SJ). 3:311.
* Mall. 21: ao.
r jn. I:n. 13:1, etc.
• Eph. 4: >3-

Jesus Himself said: “ . . . I am in mj 
Father, and ye in me, and 1 in you.”2 St. 
Paul affirmed: “Christ in you, the hope 
of glory and: “ My little children, of 
whom I travail in birth again until Christ 
be formed in you.”4 H. P. Blavatsky 
wrote: “. . . One and Supreme, the un
born arid the inexhaustible source of every 
emanation, the fountain of life and light 
eternal, a Ray. of which every one of us 
carries in him on this earth.’"

Admittedly, these are very lofty ideas, 
difficult of comprehension, and still more 
so of realization as an experience in con
sciousness, for apparently the Christ- 
nature in man may not be contacted by 
thought alone. One cannot, as is our cus
tom as human beings, think one’s way into 
the interior divine Presence, the Christ 

.Indwelling. Rather must it be experieuced. 
supramemally in mental stillness, there
after to become part of one’s life. Thus 
viewed, the Lord Christ is far more than 
a historical Person or Personage alone, 
but also and far more, the ever-present 
Christ Principle, the universal Spirit- 
Essence, innate in each and every human 
being.

The Atonement may presumably be 
regarded as an interior procedure, an at- 
one-ment or conscious self-unification of 
the Lord Christ with the spiritual Selves 
of all mankind, and a consequent trans- 
mission of light rather than a transfer of 
blood from the wounds of the Christ as 
His body is said to have died upon the 
Cross. Again one’s thoughts are led to 
the Christ Indwelling, the interior Christ 
Principle in every human being, the 
“Christ in you” to which Our Lord re
ferred in His words, already quoted: “ I 
am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in 
you.” May it not also be assumed that 
His last words to His disciples in Galilee 
before His Ascension: “... Io, I am with 
you alway, even unto the end of the 
world refer not only to the historical 
Jesus, but more—perhaps wholly—to the 
fact that as the Christ Principle within, 
pure and perfect Wisdom and Love, He 
is indeed ever with us throughout eternity?

Out of Hjs divine and perfect love7, as 
the ever-living Christ, the Great Teacher 
of the human Race, we may be assured, 
regards all beings as a mother loves an 
only child, and that His concern for all. 
His overshadowing love and protection 
and help for all humanity, will never 
cease, never ebb but ever flow, never 
decline, but be always at its maximum. 
Indeed, He. the Great Lord of Love, will 
not depart from Earth until every human 
being reaches Christhood, or is “ safe ” 
or “ saved.” By His at-one-ment He shares 
His own perfected light and life with ail 
mankind thereby hastening the mystic 
“birth” and the ultimate attainment of 
“ the measure of the stature of the fulness 
of Christ or symbolic Ascension to the 
right hand of God.

I close with a quotation from the 
German mystic, Angelus Silesius:

(Continued at foot oj next column)

Modern Theosophy
Extracts from a Symposium at St. Andrews

Miss E. Ashton:
The work of our Society is always to be 
seen in relation to humanity, and as 
humanity grows and changes so the pre
sentation of Theosophy, which is Truth, 
must change to meet its needs. But 
before the presentation can change, our 
understanding of it must deepen, for 
Truth itself is changeless.

It is an accepted occult axiom that the 
universe is worked from within Outwards. 
I feel that we should regard Adyar as the 
centre from which the spiritual life wells 
up and radiates throughout the field. 
The international President at any one 
time is the vehicle at the human level 
through which the fife passes, giving that 
life a special colour and quality suited 
to the needs of the work and the times.

We should look to Sri Ram for the 
keynote for today and tomorrow in the 
quality of the new and deeper under
standing to be found in his talks and writ
ings. The note he brings and which fills 
him as a person is the fragrance of buddhi. 
He brings before us a view of the work to 
be done in terms of the unveiling, the 
liberating of something eternal, constant, 
the beautiful unspoiled nature within us’ 
He stresses the qualities which are born 
when the buddhic light begins to shine:

Simplicity, which reduces everything 
to its essential values.

Freshness, which arises from living in 
the present, unspoiled by the conditioning 
and distorting of memory. It requires the 
renunciation of everything to which we 
cling.

Truth, the truth related to living, not 
intellectual truth. For him', truth and 
beauty are two aspects of the same thing.

Therefore the Theosophy we offer to 
humanity needs to be re-expressed in 
terms of the feeling-knowledge of the 
intuitive mind.

The literature that is attracting most 
attention today is the range which offers 
a way to experience deeper than the mind: 
Zen, meditation, Mahayana Buddhism, 
the philosophy of Krishnamurti, and the 
teachings of Sri Ramana, the sage of 
Arunachala.

Sri Ram says: “We should be heralds 
of a new age which will witness a new 
culture different from what obtains at 
present That was the hope with which 
the theosophical movement was ushered 
into existence . . . The whole aim of the 
Society is to bring about a fundamental 
change in man’s life and outlook. The 
nature of this change has to be realised 
by us and conveyed to the world at large.”

Mrs. N.v.d. Schoot:
Theosophy = divine wisdom, God wis
dom. As there is no time in the world of

“ Though Christ a .thousand times in 
Bethlehem be born

And not within thyself, thy soul will be 
forlorn.

The Cross on Golgotha thou lookest to 
in vain . „

Unless, within thyself, it be set up again.

Some Thoughts on 
Silence

By Sjgvaldi Hjalmarsson

What is silence?
I do not mean that superficial kind 

of silence, when there is not a sound to 
be heard.

There exists a kind of silence so in
tense, so immensely powerful that even 
great roars cannot disturb it. They are 
drowned in it. This silence is so pro
found that it makes any kind of noise 
seem utterly insignificant.

That kind of silence is not non-talking 
or non-acting. It does not lie in anything 
you do or do not do. It lies in what you 
are. It is the complete absence of ego- 
consciousness, of I-ness.

If there is no ego, no noisy “ I ” 
within you, then you yourself and any
thing else become like the blue, serene 
sky.

This may constitute a mystical experi
ence of a high order, but we all have had 
a certain touch of that silence, that experi
ence, because it is our true essence, the 
very stuff we are made of.

Perhaps we don’t pay any attention 
to it as it is so noiseless, so simple, so 
direct.

We are trained to observe things that 
are noisy and complicated. Therefore, 
anything that is direct, simple, straight
forward, tends to escape our attention.

When you become completely absorbed 
in whatever you may be doing, the signi
ficance of the present moment grows 
enormous. There is virtually no past, no 
future, no external world, no "L” You 
are nothing but attention, silent and 
alert Not someone who pays attention, 
you are nothing but pure attention.

This is the beginning of or rhe entrance 
to what is usually called mystical ex
perience. The silence within is what is 
aimed at in meditation, and when you 
are able to stay in this condition at will, 
formal meditation becomes unnecessary 
or even harmful because it causes strain. 
Everything you do is then a meditation.

In complete attention there is no 
sense of “ I ” or * mine,” the ego-centric 
attitude disappears. You no longer do 
the work, it is done by you, and you are 
the observer watching the work being 
done by you.

When you are able to keep your mind 
still for some time you develop a fresh 
understanding of the process of thinking.

Thoughts may still appear in the 
silent mind, like stray birds soaring 
across the sky, but they do not disturb 
the inner serenity.

While in the silence, your thinking 
apparatus may be obsened like, for 
instance, your hand.

You are not your hand.
You are not your thinking apparatus.
You may use your hand, and you may 

use your thinking apparatus. But while 
you are not using your thinking appara
tus, it should be still as your hand should 
be still when you are not actually making 
use of it.

Then you discover that you can also 
think with a still mind. Even while the 
thinking goes on. the mind rests calm.

Normally we identify thinking with 
the thought-process which is not at all 
the same thing, as we find out when we 
look at it more closely.

If you watch your thinking habits from 
a close range, you discover that essenti
ally the act of thinking is a conscious ack 
very similar to the act of seeing.

on page 2, columns 2 and 3)

^G°ds 11 ,s belter 10 speak of ageless 
_ . Om’. rather than of ancient wisdom

wk odern theos°Phy-
anH at WC can do's 10 an ancient
na a modern interpretation of that age- 
ess wisdom given to us by the Masters H.

* Blavatsky and others. Besides the 
of Theosophy, Isis Unveiled, 

the Secret Doctrine, The Key to Theosophy, 
we have our three Objects, but these are 
no longer the privilege of the Theosophical 
society. The first has already been written 
into the Preamble of the United Nations; 
the second is far better done in High 
Schools and Universities; the third is the 
field of experience of youth and science. 
In her time H. P. Blavatsky compared the 
science of her days with the outlines of 
Theosophy. Are we doing the same? 
There are many books written in the outer 
world that come very near to our Theo
sophy (Jung, Neumann, Fromm). Youth 
today asks for our own experience, not for 
repetition of what we have read in books.

The old meaning of Theosophy was 
‘that from the other side’, the non
material world, and science is aware that 
there must be a source of sources. I We 
must work again with our textbook^,'the 
most important material given us by the 
Masters of the Wisdom, and with our three 

‘Objects: brotherhood (I prefer the word 
friendship to brotherhood), try to under
stand man through our second object, 
and’ ourselves through our third.

Then we can help mankind break 
through the crust of selfishness to a wider 
evolution, by being ourselves in pace, with, 
or better ahead of, the times in which we 
■are living. Perhaps then our modern 
.Theosophy of today will be called a very 
important aspect of the ageless wisdom.

Mrs. K. Perkins:
Llf we look about us we see evidence of 
dissatisfaction with the values of present 
day society: in religion a questioning not 

[ only of creeds and dogmas but even of 
' the concept of God. Mail’s relationship 
to man and nature is having the strong 
light of public awareness played upon it.

[■Even scientific discoveries and techno
logical advances are being re-evaluated 

Fin terms of ethical and ecological impli
cations.

Theosophy is particularly relevant to the 
present times, as it points to the whole
ness of individual consciousness and the 
unity of Life. Theosophy does not 
separate man’s spiritual life from his 
everyday life, but rather links his reali- 

I sation of truth, beauty and goodness 
with his action in thought, feeling and 
physical action as well as action in depth, 
that is to say, free, spontaneous action 
‘now’. The ageless wisdom is not a way of 
escape from life and its problems, but it 
does enable an individual to lace him
self, his problems and his relationships to 
the world around him.

Light on the Path might have been 
written for this day when it advises us to: 

’Inquire of the earth, the air and the 
water the secrets they hold for you, 

inquire of the Holy Ones of the earth 
the secrets they hold for you. 

Inquire of the Inmost, the One of its 
final secret which it holds for you 
through the ages.’

As we seek to penetrate into the secrets 
£ of life in all their beauty we must also 

remember that Light on the Path tells 
us not to ‘fancy you can stand aside from 
the bad man or the foolish man. They 
are yourself, though in less degree than 

i your friend or your Master.’
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Thinking persons in countries Whirr 
opinion can be reasonably expressed are 
apt to be appalled at what they consider 
modem violence; not just insane or 
criminal violence in the ordinary sense, 
but violence as a policy, as a deliberate 
means of attaining certain ends. Such ends 
may be personal, as in robbing a bank or 
an office to get money; political, as with 
most hijackings, kidnappings and some 
student riots, and of course war; or per 
haps ideological, religious or idealistie. 
where passions are inflamed by real or 
imaginary grievances or causes and reason 
is swamped by emotion. We tend to get 
these methods out of perspective because 
tactics and techniques nowadays some 
times make them more speedily success
ful than they used to be.

But violence is nothing new either as a 
policy or as tactics. The records of almos 
all nations show fairly constant turmoil 
and fighting, both within nations and 
between them: the stronger imposing its 
will upon the weaker, and then rebellion 
to try to reverse the position. This need 
not surprise us. In the first of the 
Mahatma Letters we read: ‘We know 
something of human nature, for the 
experience of long . . . ages has taught us.' 
and * Human nature in general is the 
same now as it was a million years ago.' 
In our stage of evolution we are said to 
have the task of developing mind, an 
objective to be reached in a long-distant 
future. It is everywhere apparent that only 
the very few act from the menial level; 
most of mankind live in crowd or herd 
emotions and are swayed by prejudice, 
intolerance and extremism of every kind. 
The change to full mental control can be 
looked for in the next round of our evolu
tion. There is some foreshadowing of this 
even now, for the various stages widely 
overlap. Letter 14 says: ‘ Fifth round men 
have been coming in for the last few 
thousand years.’ but they are the very few.

No civilization can exist without a 
great measure of law and older. Violent 
action within the community may achieve 
the wishes of its instigators and partici
pants by a sort of blackmailing of the 
forces of order. But there must be a limit 
to such blackmail if social chaos it to be 
avoided. Here we face a real problem. 
Apart from those set on subversion for 
selfish ends, which could be fairly classed 
as crime, consider this question: If it 
becomes impossible for genuine points of 
view of grievances to be aired and 
seriously considered, is the use of force 
then morally permissible? If the Estab
lishment is so entrenched, so rigid and 
uncompromising that no evolution can 
take place, should revolution n be 
employed? Historically the an w< r has 
alwa ye been ‘ Yes.' The revolts ha failed 
mud: more often than succeeded; the 

try power is then reinforced and 
possihifily ol change become more 
remote s' II. Even when successful rebel
lion or re volution tend lo be Imino lerate

i Mug from one evil lo anothci —and 
in any case i iolence begets violence This

No mar, is an island, least of all a 
Theosophisl. He must be concerned with 
his own group or nation as well as with 
mankind. What is his duty as a citizen 
and also as one pledged to do what he 
can to help his fellows and to remedy 
injustice? And what does he do when 
these duties conflict, as often they must? 
Wo do not all have to face such tremen
dous decisions, but we shall be all the 
better for giving deep thought to the 
dilemma and trying to find our personal 
answer to these testing questions. I

From I tic Chairman
Dear Members,

When we approach Christmas, the 
feast of the birth of Christ, something 
stirs in us which often slumbers deeply 
within us during the year: that love 
which is selfless, and ready to make 
sacrifices. Perhaps the dark days which 
precede the feast help to achieve the 
break-through. They invite mankind to 
reflect, to come lo his senses. For us 
theosophists this feast means much more 
It arouses in us the possibility of growing 
out of our smaller selves, of subordinat
ing our personality to the Self, of obey
ing our inner voice.

It is tihe time when we turn more to
wards our neighbour, give him out sym
pathy in greater measure and seek lo 
make him happy. When we think of the 
theme of the next Congress, ‘ Man's 
Inner Resources,’ it seems that our task 
also includes helping to open out in others 
such possibilities as will make the world 
a little less dark.

Within ourselves there are springs 
which we must stir into activity; until, 
with their clear waters, they flood our 
whole being and cleanse our personality 
from all egoism. If we utilize these days 
to direct our attention more inwards, 
listen more closely to the ‘ voice of the 
silence’ and obey it, then we shall also 
hear distinctly the voice of the world, 
which thirsts for these waters. Let us 
quench this thirst so far as we are able, 
but let us distribute the healing balm 
wisely, not too much and not too little, 
according to what seems best for the 
individual.

Theosophy is needed more than ever, 
and also sought, but not under the name 
of Theosophy. It is a source of great 
happiness to us that it is our destiny, as 
members of the Theosophical Society to 
serve this high ideal. Let us help with 
our knowledge and our faith in the heal
ing power of the Ancient Wisdom,, by 
obeying its principles and living them, 
to overcome this critical period in the 
history of the world, to penetrate the 
darkness with its light, to help the light 
in the hearts of men to break through, t

If we celebrate the feast of love and 
charity in this way, then it will be a 
blessing to ourselves and our neighbours. 
, From my heart I wish you a blessed 
Christmas and a happy new year.

Claire Wyss I

05th ANNUAL CONVENTION, j 
ADYAR

The International Convention will be 
held, as usual, from 26th to 31st Decem-1 
ber at Adyar. Delegates from all the1 
Continents are expected, so that the 
gathering will be truly international.

The programme will include lectures! 
'by the President, the Vice-President,! 
Srimali Rukmini Arundale, and dele
gates from abroad. There will be an| 
afternoon reception under the banyan! 
tree, symposia and discussion meetings. I

(Continued from
Our thinking goes on very much in 

this manner;
We see something, mid immaJimcly 

we start dreaming uboiii what we have 
seen We interrupt the act of seeing or 
being aware and ufturwunh we confuse 
the dreaming with the real act of think
ing,

When you observe the wily thoughts 
come into existence, you cannot escape 
noticing that they me not specitilly 
created or moulded out ol some kind of 
menial consciousness.

Ihoughlt do not cause nwuieness. 
Awareness comes first and then the 
thought

In every single thought there is a 
Hash or u spark of pure consciousness. 
Il is flic flush which is the origin amt 
reality of the thought. You see some, 
thing. you become conscious ol it, aufl 
afterwards the thought-image comes into 
existence as a kind of personal rein-lion 
to lite flash

The flash is outside of time. | |w 
thought-image has a duration in time

From the Vice-President
The visit of several Summer Schools 

in Europe by Mrs. Perkins and myself 
began in early July at Hustedt, where the 
German Section provided excellent phy
sical facilites and a well arranged pro
gramme. Under the fine management of 
Mrs. Annaliesc Stephan, our English 
language limitation seemed no barrier to 
communication.

Immediately following this was the 
International Week at Huizen. in which 
Rukmini Devi graciously invited us to 
participate. The programme was preceded 
by an impressive Inauguration of the 
new Besant Hall, a splendidly designed 
modern building.

After several days in Copenhagen, we 
arrived al Gammel Praestegaard for the 
Scandinavian Summer School, attended 
by members from the surrounding Sec
tions. Many of these were Young 
Theosophists, including the General 
Secretary, Mr. SSrensen. He, as well as 
others, proceeded at once to Edinburgh 
and St. Andrew’s in Scotland, where a 
large group of members from various 
Sections were gathered for the English- 
speaking Summer School. The well- 
filled programme of lectures and discus
sions, organized by Mr. and Mrs. V. W. 
Slater, was presented in the Physics 
Building, where facilities were available 
for every kind of audio-visual presenta
tion.

On our way to France, a stop-over 
visit in London afforded opportunities 
for conferences and other matters re
quiring attention.

Aussois, a village in the magnificent 
French Alps, was chosen by Dr. Thorin 
and his co-workers as locale for the 
Pays-Latins Summer School In addition 
to members of the French Section, we 
were especially pleased to greet friends 
from Portugal, as well as Italy, Belgium. 
Switzerland and other countries. As with 
the other Schools, the programme ex
tended for a week.

Before commencing the Swiss tour, we 
enjoyed a brief holiday in Ascona, a 
quaint little town on Lake Maggiore. 
Here we visited members and friends and 
were presented at a members’ meeting 
in nearby Locarno.

Lectures in Basle and Geneva followed. 
In each city our way was made easy and 
very pleasant by the thoughtful arrange
ments provided by the Chairman of the 
Council of the European Federation. Mrs. 
Claire Wyss, and the Swiss General 
Secretary, Miss Mary Anderson, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Tripet.

A lecture was scheduled in Milan. 
Italy, by Professor del Sere for us en 
route to the Austrian Section. There we 
visited Vienna, Linz and Graz. This con
cluding engagement of our three-months’ 
tour became a memorable episode in
deed, as organized by Dr. Lauppert and 
his colleagues with the assistance of Mr. 
Hammer, Mr. Schlieffer and Professor 
Karl Schmid, our translator and aide-de- 
camp, together with the many other 
members who were so gracious in meet
ing all needs.

From Austria, we returned immedi
ately to Adyar, happy with the many 
contacts and generous kindnesses shown 
everywhere by the European workers of 
our Society, J S P 
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with a still mind
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The Value of 
Membership

H <Mng completed fifty years 
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i< i*d I asked Dr. Besant
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The Indirect Way
Summary of a Lecture to the 
Summer School in St. Andrews 

by Curt Berg

When doing Ihe ordinary things in pur 
lives, like doing the job connected with 
the earning of our living, making the 
necessary preparations for a journey, 
going shopping, etc., the procedure is 
something like this: We set up a goal 
for what we are going to do and use out 
mind to find the necessary means and 
ways of reaching that goal. The important 
point in this connection is that we have 
defined our goal and are directing our 
efforts towards the goal, knowing the way 
step by step.

We can also say that we start from the 
known, we may have to use our imagina
tion. but we use elements from the known, 
and the result is still within the field of 
the known.

When it comes to other things in life, 
like the question of happiness or peace 
of mind, things are different. If we put 
them up as our goal, if we strive to reach 
them, they will ever escape us. They can 
come only as a by-product, us it were, 
when our aim is not that of happiness or 
peace within, but when our actions have 
some other goal.

We are aware that nol any kind of 
action or goal will do for this ‘by-product 
of happiness lo emerge; often we are 
very uncertain about what the require
ments are. But even when we know that 
we cannot lay down a direct road. 1 think 
something of the same applies lo spiritual 
development or self-realization.

It is of no use to try to imagine what 
that self-realization will be and try to 
build a way to it by using what is known 
to us, because it does not belong io the 
field of the known, and the way is nol 
built by using the bricks of the known 
It has to come as a ‘ by-product.’

There is a passage in Light on Ihe Path. 
which points in the same direction. It 
says:

“'Grow as the flower grows, un
consciously. but eagerly anxious to open 
its soul to the air. So must you press 
forward to open your soul to the Eternal. 
But it must be the Eternal that draws 
forth your strength and beauty, not desire 
for growth.”

This has a very profound mystic 1 s r- 
nificance. and some of its deep meaning 
should be reflected into our approach to 
self-realization. This reflection, it seems, 
would be to find out what are the condi
tions in which the soul can open to the 
Eternal and be drawn by il. really to 
understand these conditions, to ex leri- 
ence them, to apply them.

It should be noted here, that we need 
only to know about the conditions, 
expressed in terms of our present know
ledge, and not a description of what the 
opening of the soul or self-realization 
itself is. If we were given such a descrip
tion, we would not be able lo grasp it 
fully, we would have to transform it and 
adapt it to our present level of under
standing. Such a distorted picture would 
be of little help, rather would il be a 
hindrance to a truer understanding later 
on.

In Theosophy we have been given much 
information about the conditions that 
can lead to Self-realization. It is up to us 
to use it to come to an understanding 
and a way of our own. That information 
falls under two main headings:

1. The different sets of recommenda
tions and hints which are meant to lead 
us towards Self-realization, towards Truth 
or Reality; and

2. One’s relationship with his fellow
men.

As to the different sets of recommenda
tions and hints, one important way of 
understanding them is to see them as a 
help for retiming mind and body so that 
we can come into a broader and deeper, 
a more complete contact, with the Reality 
in which we live.

Some of these recommendations are 
elementary, yet fundamental. Some of the 
ten commandments in Christianity are of 
that kind (leaving out here their historical 
and social connotations), for instance, 
those about not killing, hot stealing, etc. 
They are of the character of not doing 
any harm to anybody or anything, and 
that is a fundamental part of the retiming 
of ourselves.

Another set of such recommendations I 
is the noble eightfold path in Buddhism: 
right knowledge, right thought, right 
action, right means of livelihood, etc. | 
They have a more positive, active form, | 
but they also serve the purpose of help- I 
ing us to come into harmony and right . 
relationship with our environment and 
the world we live in.

So, such things are elementary, yet 
fundamental. Their aim, as I understand 
them, is not to form us according to a 
certain pattern of behaviour, but lo tell 
us how lo live in a way that Is nol a 
hindrance for a deeper contact with life.

Coming to more advanced recom
mendations. the first one to mention is 
what we call meditation. Hints are given 
on how to still Ihe mind and how to tune 
in with one aspect or another of Truth. 
Beauty, etc., and that mostly has a good 
effect in itself. But if meditation is to lead 
to what it is meant to be, then we must 
pass a point where we have to leave all 
thoughts and all words behind, leave ail 
the known and go into the unknown.

There is a danger that we get too much 
tied up by recommendations on how to 
still the mind etc., and we never pass the 
point that leads on to real inner silence. 
So, I think it is wise also to be open to 
other ways of coming to that inner tran
quillity.

©fig of them is by reading, provided 
it is done in the right way. The sort of 
study I am thinking of now is reading 
books which have the quality of convey
ing a profound and broad picture of Mau 
and the Universe and which are written 
in a way as to evoke something beyond 
the words in the depth of the reader. 
If and when that happens with us, we 
should stop reading, be still within, let 
the hidden process Work and not try to 
verbalise it too soon. In that way we 
have come to something of the same 
inner silence as that which meditation 
can give. We follow the road of reading 
up to a certain point, then we leave it 
and go into the unknown.

There is another road also, which is 
the road of just being still in any moment 
of life, to be still and observe, watch 
what happens; to hold back judgment, 
comparison, thoughts of any kind, and 
just see.

This is especially important in our re
lations with people we meet. Most of 

I us very often meet other people with 
| our inner reactions, with a preconceived 
I idea about that man or that type of man, 
f or with expectations, or with fear, or 
i with associations to some other man, or 
i some other situation, or we make com- 
i parisons of different kinds. That is to 

say that we do not perceive so much of 
the man we meet; what we perceive is a 
picture of him that has been formed and 
coloured very much according .to the con
tents of our own consciousness. If we 
watch ourselves, we shall find that almost 
always there is such an element in our 
meeting with a fellow-man. Then we have 
not met the real man, not seen truth, 
reality, on this point in life.

But there is the possibility for each 
of us to see the real man, at leasl to a 
larger extent than is usually the case. 
There is the possibility jusl to be quiet 
inwardly, open to Ihe man in from of 
us, with no altitude of defence or guard, 
lo meet the other man quietly and with
out reactions in our own consciousness 
and perceive something of his being in 
ourselves,

I have been talking about different 
sets of recommendations which all have 
the character of auxiliary means. I think 
this could be summed up in a simile 
which is given by Dr. L. J. Bendit in his 
book Self-knowledge, a Yoga foe the 
West. A pilot is going to lake off from 
an airport and he has jusl started his 
aeroplane from one end of the runway, 
His aim, however, is not that of reaching 
the other end of the runway. His aim is 
to use the runway as a means for taking- 
off. And he must know Ihe exact moment 
of doing it, knowing how long ho is 
going to use the auxiliary matins and 
when to leave il for the real purpose. 
It is the same with those different Ways 
which have 'been recommended lo us for 
Self-realisation and liberation, wo must 
know when lo loose ourselves from the 
recommendations and find each of us Ills 
own way, we must know when we can be 
carried by our own wings.

In Perspective
MODERN commentator recently 
Wrote: ‘ Ono does not agree with 

rophets and preachers; one either reveres 
them or rejects them.' One cannot of 
course argue with them; they are not 
subject lo reason or reasonableness. They 
ure fanatically sure they are right, and 
they are not open to any influence that 
might cause them to modify their opinion.

Here is one cause of the intractable 
problems that beset humanity. For ihe 
unarguable-wilh fanatics arc legion: the 
dedicated bigots of religion—any religion; 
those obsessed by ideology; men possessed 
of a panacea compounded in their own 
imagination; others possessed by the spirit 
bf feuds that should long ago have been 
forgotten, but instead arc carefully 
fostered and artificially injected witli new 
hate, more bitter and vicious even than 
the original; and perhaps those young 
people who reject society and turn their 
backs on responsibility. Many of these 
seek to pull the community lo pieces, but 
have no notion of pulling the bits together 
in any new shape or of building some 
other form of society. Great indeed is the 
need for the tolerance that a little know
ledge ought (but alas sometimes fails) to 
engender in those who meet it. Oh for the 
golden mean, the Middle Way! But we 
need not despair. Hope should lie in the 
ancient saying ‘ A little leaven leaveneth 
the whole lump,’ though when the lump is 
mankind the very little leaven takes a 
long time to work.

Power Complex
In olden times there were, at different 

periods, great empires that held sway over 
what, in days of slow and hazardous 
communications, were vast areas of the 
earth. Their successors are the Great 
Powers of the modern era. A State that is 
militarily strong, economically important 
and strategically placed geographically 
arrogates to itself the right lo carry out its 
policy anywhere in the world, subject only 
to being checked by another Great Power 
bent on the same ends. Either there is 
war, to determine limits, or a policy of 
sharing out the earth in ‘ spheres of 
influence,’ in much the same way as some 
Wild animals arrange their territorial 

■ boundaries.
The mighty have probably always 

mastered the weak. It is but the extension 
of what has happened within various 
groups. Individual men, if strong enough, 
and groups have imposed their will on the 
bulk of the people. This is the expression 
of one of the less pleasant aspects of 
human nature — the urge to exercise 
power over one’s fellows. Though in few 
lands are men now physical slaves, yet 
piost are slaves politically or economic- 
all\, in subjection to some extent to force
ful men or to systems. Is not, perhaps, 
the widespread revolt of the most diver
gent groups of people rebelling against 
the present order of society, to be seen 
as a movement for freedom, for release 
from age-old servitude? Masters formerly 
dominated men, and the community. 
Now. the pendulum has swung back; 
small groups of workers can dominate 
employers and can disrupt normal life in 
Ihe community. Here is a further form of 
the power complex, another kind of 
slavery from which men must get free.

So, wc can follow our knowledge and 
the hints from others up to a certain point 
only; about what happens after that we 
cannot and wo should not form any ideas, 
wo should just experience il.

Now, coming lo the second point I 
intend lo comment upon: our relation
ships with our fellow men.

1 hero is this sentence in H I* Blavat
sky's The Yoice of the SHenee:
I “ To live to benefit mankind Is the 
first slop."

I think it is Important to note that it 
says the first slop, nor as we might sup- 
pose ihe last stop.

i I his means that the whole of our way 
towards Solf-reulisation has to bo in the 
iiimosphere of ourselves being u part of 
Iho whole, including mankind and all the 
lower kingdoms. And wo have lo be a 
pari which is not only not doing harm 
mil also a pari which is beneficent to the 
whole.
I Why is that so? I think il lies in what

Only a sense of responsibility all round 
can bring a satisfactory outcome.
The Political Scene

I he world political scene is shifting 
again Changes are showing in many parts 
of the world, some of which could have 
profound effects: Europe and the Com
mon Markel; the United States, war and 
internal ferment; Rhodesia. South Africa 
and the independent African States; the 
wide expansion of Japanese trade; the 
Middle East; and so on. Possibly the 
move that could be most far-reaching is 
the increasing recognition of Mao's China 
and its relationship with the United 
Nations. There is ample scope for many 
surprises during the last quarter of the 
century.
Divine Wisdom

H. P, Blavatsky asserted that Theosophy 
is synonymous with Everlasting Truth 
(The Key). Since Truth has for thousands 
of years defied definition, so has Theo
sophy never had any ‘ officially approved 
consensus defining it ’ (N. Sri Ram). Our 
International President adds: ’Theosophy 
goes far beyond mere book learning and 
is meant to be a matter of individual 
realization . . . Theosophy is not mere 
mental knowledge, but literally the Divine 
Wisdom.’ Nevertheless, we have many 
theosophical * teachings,’ doctrines of the 
Esoteric Philosophy, etc. No Theosophist 
would deny the immense value of these. 
The danger in propounding them is that 
they tend, in Mr. Sri Ram’s words, to 
‘ create a stereotype meant to be accepted 
by all, even if it is not imposed on them.’ 
Where, then, do we stand, and where do 
we go from here?

It is not really so difficult H.P.B talked 
of certain ‘ Eternal Verities,’ which 
‘ receive constantly further corroboration.1 
Thus anything that can be established as 
Universal Law must be listed as an 
eternal verity, and therefore included in 
Theosophy. Some points of the Esoteric 
Philosophy that were scorned by orthodox 
scientists and theologians in the 1880s 
are now accepted as facts of Nature; 
others are supported by evidence that 
renders them highly probable; others are 
echoed or approached by thinkers in 
various spheres. H.P.B.’s method was to 
support the ideas she put forth by quoting 
enlightened authors of her time or by 
showing how illogical or biased were 
contrary opinions. The same method will 
serve us well

Theosophical propositions did not 
begin with ELP.B. or her Teachers. They 
are to be found in ancient writings. The 
test of a theory or a doctrine is not who 
propounded it. but whether it is true. That 
is the only criterion. Modern knowledge 
testifies to some truths, our intuitive 
apprehension to others. We can be sure 
of some fundamentals and hold the rest 
of the teaching as possible, probable or 
nol yet proven to us; it is not likely that 
we shall find ourselves disproving any
thing of consequence.

Yet whatever eternal verities we can 
confirm to our own mental satisfaction, 
we need to heed above all what Mr. Sri 
Rani has put thus; "People read books, 
take a few ideas from them, and then say 
they have learned Theosophy. But that 
may be merely the husk that covers the 

(Continued at foot of page 4. eel. 4)

is said in the Giro."
“ There is only <**■ Self in the Uni

verse. that Self is the Self in all."
So, coming to our own true Selt is to 

come lo the Self of all, and our wander
ing towards the Truth and towards Self- 
realisation must be true to this all the 
way.

I should tike to put before you the 
simile of a well. What is a well? It is 
a place where there is water, but the 
well has not created ihe water. A well 
is only a place where the water, which 
IS everywhere in the depth of ihe ground, 
can pierce through and come to the sur- 
face for ihe benefit of man.

That is the way wo should took at 
ourselves and our follow-men.

Eternal wisdom, truth and beauty is 
everywhere in nature and in each of us, 
in our depth. We should try lo become 
a place where that eternal truth and 
beauty can come forth for the benefit of 
all, and we should help others, as we can. 
to become such n well.
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The most wonderful organixati in 
the world I* the TheosophicM SociiBh I he 
grand structure nf knowledge whidh HP 
Blavat«kx left hat now reached th u,n* 
of people H P Blavsteky pave 
Themoph) and H S Olcott gs the 
Theosophical Society to the worft hut 
the membership have sustained the S <rt\ 
for nearly a century

Over a century ago the ^dc|n 
that the trends of humanity were a 
collision course in ihc 20th centut ind 
decided to institute a counter f<W< “nd 
to collect a nucleus of people who rr ’g 
nise the unity of humanity without any 
distinctions

Everyone who enter* the Sadr B 
challenged to stand before the world with 
the ideal of universal brotherhood. find to 
look steadily in the direction of truth fth- 
out compromise

The headquarters of the Society are in 
India because India stand*, at the cr 
mad* between east and west. an< he 
cause it represents the most hn imi 
culture in the world. The fifth root - > ; 
is going towards its culmination. a< the 
influence of the sixth aubrace begi to 
sho* itself all over the world

The Theosophical Society repri ' । 
a golden thread of unity through al tin 
nations where it has members, each < 
centre channelling forces which an mi 
measurable, and are silently and inv ihh 
changing the world. The wonderful mi 
radcship of the theosophical f mil', 
throughout the world k a prepn ratio' t or 
the same extensive service which Wil hi 
demanded of us in the sixth root nt

We know that with the wisdon 1 
Theosophy we can. through love, r nm 
ourselves at any moment. Our co> > 
is how to let the imperishable light > u 
shine more effectively, I wish you w u 
your efforts to do this during the con in 
year.

BOOK REVIEWS
Thi Pyramids aWd Stoni hi ngi by a

P. Sinnett. 7.PH. London. 5
The author tries first to pr thai

paranorm;i reading of pact cvet is a 
tact «nd makes it possible to r< true 
the ancient history of Ihc hun race 
He then presents the history the 
Atlantean continent and of migi. ns of 
Atlantean Iniliale^ to Egypt win they 
built The two great Pyramids of < < h. as 
pvmaiient Hails of Initiation air. urine* 
lor sacred labaman* of powet about 
200JMW years ago

Another mtgraiion took nlauc u wards 
the Scandinavian pan of luirofK which 
at that link' contained the wniory of 
Britain, where a colony of Initiate built 
Stonehenge

The booklet has historical valu* as it 
wa* written in IJW3, especially as many 
Of thr fads of which hr wrote have nou 
been proved by wicniilh reeeard.

K < HUOtH wup

Mtea M. Amterwra: 9h Rum
m Thf AfvictH WMotn froHi the
St anti point that the Anciewt WR^fll) 
ancteni not tn the *en«e that « h r»?

quated. the tmplicufitwi fWtlNI n Rm i 
is a Windom which has cxmie to fror 
the mo«t am imt times, bemg bated wpf, 
an eternal truth whKfi in
time'

hi the Hi rat I undamemai Prng^^K 
Madame Rlavattoy hnalvcM the
Windom into:
(11 toe VLTTWATB «N(R<1 of mi 

divine reality, exprewng htcW W 
due lilt.

(2) the ENVIRONMENT of all. «pK 
and the Mfccecahe tmtwraei.

(31 HEINOS, including MAN. at btoM 
divine and taking part m a prnoe* 
of evolution which will bring HIM 
bacA to Iheif Source

Thh summarised presentation v>(km 
all imaginable fields o! knowledge m 
eluding toe exact lienee* si imphec 
parlkularty in deeper study of tor 
Second Proposition, out environment

Scholars find traces of the Ancieft 
Knowledge in archaeological remain* 
and/or in the writings and traditiom 
the Chinese. Egyptians. Indians. Hebrew! 
Greeks, in Hinduism. Buddhiam. €hrit> 
tianity. Islam, etc. It can be found furthei 
in the philosophy of Pythagoras Md 
Plato, in Masonic, alchemist. Rosicruciar 
and other traditions

It is important to note that the Ancien: 
Wisdom has a deeper aspect. Sri Ran 
says: ‘ This Ancient Wisdom concemec 
itself with the nature of life, of man, ef 
the universe as a whole and how man if 
related inwardly to all things around him. 
If we really know the nature of something 
we know the spiritual aspect of it and 
we should be able to find out a great dea 
about it. The clue to the nature of man 
and of the world is the deep inner relatior 
of unit'

Whai in the difference between knofl 
ledge and wisdom? Vast knowledge can, 
be acquired by (he concrete mind, if it i4 
capable and is trained, but wisdom is 4 
characteristic of a more subtle level fl 
man's nature and it is impossible j 
acquire wisdom without the develop 4 
of that part.

Before we can truly understand ihsl 
deep meaning behind all phenomcnaJ 
that vehicle in us which enables us i<|| 
understand it must be developed anol 
such development is by way of, first ofj 
all, the good life, in the deepest sense ihtl 
unselfish life. As Madame Biavauk) savil 
the first step is to five to benefit mankind J

The tM***o* of *«mm Mm 
tr« has led M Ml

ih< rtce» J »w**i fc* ■ y
hwi decs

cmM her re«l re^xiwMMiM MM 
fffrntim. Ihe M»i ioWsbI mmm*i ik 
<«reif rW she k*MW |mmmmc iM# 
IwM rfl WMiiMI Mil N*M *M«i
•4 «hr cwW.M.ww M *M Mk

e* * FMlM<^*MfeM/ wMi M 
netiher mmmM* mr (mMmm. M a*tn 
brrmght tn tilt *«*M,

Mr*. M. WiM'im mi t*
its Ka^M Im* three M^Mt ukewivtei 
experience Md apf^iet6e9 ftr
I *m uM 0Mt M i»fm «nm* taaam Me 
bu.h cf paper ThM h farawMipe pt*- 
tided I accept the euxMiy «f Mp l» 
fnrmtnt It I m» to fapa* Md Bee hl i 
paper home. thM is expMtaMe W J Me* 
realize thM hMMBM Mt fto
fires are etpectaly daageraw M M* 
honses, that is the eppheatton nf kA m 
ledge and experience As tMdMti td 
TheotOfdW we tew meh* Me of Ml Aw 
aspects of Wisdom m ow search

This, sorely, t, true tMdj We aee opt 
to equate study with book teaeMm Ml 
often envy those who are «M* to 9pt*d 
much time in readme H.P.B. is emphMfc 
that evety worthwhile TbeneapIM mw 
study. But she does not, I think. M* ns 
exactly what she means by stndy. Aoyair- 
mg knowledge can be oriy part df Me 
work. And the material in the aaneM 
writings is such that only very few of w 
can claim much of it as experience. How
ever. since humanity is one whofe. we do 
in a sense share the expnwwM of those 
who have gone before. Them ww*am 
becomes our knowledge which we act on 
until true experience comes to ns thtoqdi 
the application of knowledge

To share in the collective consciousness 
of humanity we must use the faculty of 
imagination -a faculty wtesh is usually 
scorned for its inaccutancy but one which, 
rightly used, will eventually draw down 
into consciousness that light of inner per
ception or intuition, the light of toiMML

The Stanzas of Dzyan and aP com- 
mentaric s on them describe not the thing 
in itself: they merely syndtoGn what they 
ate intended to explain. They arc as the 
two-dimensional blue-print of Ik* 
draughtsman which the trained eve ami 
imagination of the burktor caa ■■**— 
as a house.

M M ‘ CM’EM hOOks 
tuvaiteute thnx0* I J’.H.. LoudonI

fo/ > ateu AkHK ttewii nd <

. Ip 41’• . i > ■<i 'bon. Irptii' oflthail
ohw>vM.<m. ' ’ - bnd the

it «omu' Hrfu pubb bod tri
PUf Bib i nJ tundogunonidly 
H • onflllMiuib to mtui s rtf »h te ■ndet 
stand himself fl

Miss L. Armstrong: Since the Ancient 
Wisdom is essentially concerned w,l*« 
life and form, most problems can bJ 
resolved through the application of nJ 
principles

In truly .primitive times the bulance 
between the sexes was stable, and niuiiil 
archy appears io have been an oldci mk ufl 
form than pauiaithj Undei the Liiicf 
sysirii 1 woman was allauued the dual 
rok of the UHUpUuM, and a domond 
pone of propoRy, which in lain kxll 
through IrusUaiion. to her mnci posciE 
being toiiMMiuaiod into one ohanml sex

Fathn-MothM ipm * w*> • a graphic 
phrase and we can Moap* (kM few *i M 
can know) that it is true at lewis *f tom* 
entualy toyund «* ken. What w* <aw 
know is Itai it *ppto» toakMvevmy** 
relationships here and now. The pwwwm 
and n^atne aspects of tang and M* 
eMalum weaviaf tl MMlMrife |*m a* 
tree when two human to*y m*a 
Obs ioudy it cmi apply to the tank *f • 
child Not so ofe to*m « *ppfen> *»wk 
time two pasipfe mate • sutMtot nfeMto* 
id * tramtoto ot andtoto* Mtom Wtof

HI OUt lufcHMH*
15 Ifi*’ ueb d »' ■ Nm.*** '
mi ** • ww fteHH* ubJ wteNiui RHMMH* 
kt • b-w* h ui
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QlUlJ UImM i.HUhgC filDUKtil and
ihougi i>. may M.tm> u» tw hi* f*LwHto«d

I Hl Ba%h lUH Ab. Ht ihxiai ’AiS.U.’M
Annu K<muds Wmuci Mb
Hu- uuiihM U a ptvtfUMIMMi wi.hi 

huinniiik atoti iivis tn We (Kid at
Mu' believes ihut the uKx* ol t c . all 
Wixdolll US *»lu IMVM-UU HU4^ Ui tUO
bqto d*’ Itoi lull VUMHKi hl Ihk hiulliqp 
tlf I »l Utt ) f S niMltolW J h*

KuMt <» n*t ***** * utow» Uto

Ai iiu I Hl Ito Mami 1 ji
Whoa be wav ii buy ARymit (J Knto 

iMAiiUU) wtoir down thr pi*s-v|ito Lu 
ijuhl hvmp uuilaiucd in (hu uiihill l» H»k 
Jhe work ha* Immii a vuuiut: ot 
Umi cud auidatUK' fiu liu»u»andfc id ptupi* 
in many land*

| HI Ato- 4 ithHM
HAM-I i.»V4ttlJ HmUU4 Ito
I to iWMl^ b> t*«

,4k ud n»K*pU.kM kthuA
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UuoumIi MimM) iiaduhito mid Me' .. 14 
Umw wiibW lbs' OllWitiu is.M.cfn 
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look
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